Innovations 2016 – markilux 970

Now, being outside is even more enjoyable

safe · timeless · beautiful

markilux 2016

In 2016 markilux has once again managed to impress with a unique
combination of purist design and ground-breaking technology.
You are opting for a better quality of life, that will give you pleasure
for many years to come.
Patio and balcony have been made into a second living room. Here you are able to relax and enjoy life. A markilux awning makes your
private retreat perfect. It not only makes it possible to regulate your exposure to the sun but also creates a unique atmosphere with an
outstanding degree of comfort. markilux in 2016 – it is so easy to be completely satisfied.

“Creativity can only evolve when one links
what one has learnt in a new way.”
Prof. Andreas Kramer
Product Designer, markilux 970
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markilux 970

The compact highlight for those pleasurable hours

markilux 970

Cassette and front panel colours

traffic white

stone grey metallic 

RAL 9016

5215

metallic aluminium

off-white textured finish

Front panel colours

RAL 9006

5233

anthracite metallic

5204

Havana brown textured finish 5229

natural anodised aluminium E6/EV1

sulphur yellow

RAL 1016

traffic red

RAL 3020

pitch black

yellow green 

RAL 6018

traffic purple

RAL 4006

RAL 9005

Attractively shaped and functional: the markilux 970
not only provides shade, it is also an eye-catcher on
your patio or balcony.
The cassette and front panel are available in six alluring
Lounge and standard RAL colours which can be combined
at will with one another. Six additional bold, modern
colours are available for the front panel. On request, the
cassette can be powder coated in other non-standard
colours.
Similarly there is a wide range of cover fabrics to choose
from, the shade of which will significantly influence the
atmosphere on the patio. Mix and match cassette and
fabric colours according to your own personal taste.
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Clever technology provides the utmost in comfort

markilux 970

If once in a while solar protection is not required, it
disappears into the slim housing.
On demand, intelligent sensors will react to any change in
the weather: if it is sunny, the awning will be extended
and if it becomes too windy, the awning will be retracted.

The markilux 970 has a slim cassette only 140 mm in height and 260 mm in depth. The maximum
projection is 300 cm and the maximum width 500 cm. Manual operation is via a stainless steel winding
handle. For greater ease of operation the awning can be fitted with a hard-wired or radio-controlled
motor. The awning cassette closes noticeably quietly.
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Ingeniously designed – right down to the last detail

LED spotlights – make the atmosphere come alive
So that you can enjoy sitting outside in the evening, the
markilux LED spotlights create a striking atmosphere
under your awning. They are integrated unobtrusively into
the clean lines of the markilux 970 and stylishly light up
your favourite spot under the awning.
Type

Colour temperature

LED spotlights soft white / 2700 K
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Power output

Service life

5 W / spotlight

≈ 20,000 hours

markilux 970

The robust folding arms are equipped with a bionic tendon
made of high-tech fibres developed by markilux which
transfers the power of the spring effectively to the front
profile in a friction-free and noiseless manner.

The markilux 970 initially extends horizontally before the tilt device dips the awning into its pre-set pitch
of between 5° and 30°. The awning can be fitted to a wall, a soffit or to roof timbers.
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markilux Made in Germany

Precision solutions from a single source

markilux Made in Germany

Quality “made in Germany” is a must. markilux is market leader and
has acquired experience and earnt the trust of its customers over many
years. For markilux it simply goes without saying that every awning is
unique.
Each of our products is endowed with technical innovations. We think
both dynamically and for the long-term, so that our customers can enjoy
these products for many years to come. markilux technology is deve
loped specifically so that it will last for a long time, making problem-free
operation virtually guaranteed.
markilux awnings have earnt numerous and renowned awards.
Reputable designers have created beauty in both the technological and
the textile – exclusively for markilux!
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Diversity and function with style

Ultimately, the appearance of an awning is largely
dependent on the cover material. Both the atmosphere
and the light ambience under the awning are deter
mined to a marked degree by the fabric pattern on
the awning.
With the purchase of a markilux awning cover you have
chosen a high-class, quality product.
markilux offers an extensive collection of more than 250
cover patterns made from the innovative, easily cared for
high-tech polyester fabrics sunvas snc and sunsilk snc.
Discover the exclusive visutex series of fabrics in their
particularly vibrant weaves and textures.
Bonded cover joints which give an homogeneous look to
the cover are as self-evident to us as the declaration:
made in Germany.

The entire collection and range of colours can be viewed
using our “awning cover finder” at:
www.markilux.com/en/awning-cover-finder
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7609923 · 05/2016 · We reserve the right to make technical modifications without giving
prior notice. Colours may differ slightly from those depicted in both hue and finish.

We would be delighted to be of service:

safe · timeless · beautiful
www.markilux.com

